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Most of us have some kind of a love affair with our bikes.
Nothing is too good or too expensive for our ride. We
care about it, we make sure that the service is done
regularly using top of the line parts or fluids. It does not
matter if you are man or woman, the passion is the same.
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Once in a while, an external source appears to do better than your own
motorcycle brand, and it is the case with K&P Engineering in the oil filter
business.
The next few pages of this SPECIAL EDITION will introduce you to a
fantastic product, designed with care and savoir faire. This company is not
just your next door outfitter, their expertise and knowledge has earned
them world wide recognition. Recently they were awarded an additional
approval for certified aircraft use in Europe by the European equivalent of
the FAA, which is the EASA.
All of K&P Engineering’s filters come off the same assembly processes, so
you will be getting the same materials and quality that go into the FAA and
EASA approved filters and these filters are 100% made in the US which is
something I appreciate even more. The result is the finest motorcycle oil
filter you can buy.
And for those who would like to have a different look, the K&P oil filters
offer a range of finishes and bling treatments such as Chrome, Titanium
Color, Black Anodized, Polished, Chrome Diamond Cut, Polished
Diamond Cut and Black Diamond Cut.
Guzzi riders are notorious for being high mileage and even inter continental
riders. The cleanable/reusable aspect of the filter should be of great interest
in addition to all of the performance benefits the filter brings to the table.
Therefore, off road riders will even more appreciate the specs of this filter.
But like for every success story, imitations and knock offs are out there. So
just be careful when you want to install a reusable oil filter. Just make sure it
is from K & P Engineering.
The look alike and others have been tested and are worst than the paper
filter they are supposed to replace… So, be aware...
In these pages, you will find the list of the official resellers that will help you
get the right part for your motorcycle. Your bike was an investment. Many
of us have planned to keep it for a long time, so take my advice and invest in
a K&P Engineering oil filter.
Till next time... Ed.
Pat Castel is known for his involvement with the MOA organization as well as his Editor
position in many past and present club newsletters. He began riding five decades ago and spent
his youth surrounded by BMW, Moto Guzzi, BSA, Motobecane and Peugeot motorbikes and
remains as much in love with motorcycles as when he first got his first 49cc Mobylette.
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About K&P Engineering
The people at K&P Engineering
have been involved with
motorsports since they were old
enough to climb onto something
that had wheels and a motor.
For one of them, experience with
motorcycles started quite early with
removing the family's lawnmower
engine and stuffing it into a
homemade frame. Loads of fun but
it made it hard to mow the grass.
For another one it began as a kid
hanging out at the local Harley
shop until the owner finally offered
up a job.
"Official" racing experience
goes all the way back to
1967 and includes short
track, enduro, and road
racing, with a 5 year streak
of winning the Pikes Peak
Hill Climb thrown in for
good measure.

Each of their oil filters is carefully
assembled by hand and scrutinized
by them personally here in the good
old USA, not stamped out by a
machine or robotically assembled
by the bazillions in China. They use
the best materials they can find and
take pride in their workmanship.
The result is the finest motorcycle
oil filter you can buy.

element to pre filter ferrous
material out of the oil.
Flow Rate
Cold oil can get as thick as
molasses. Trying to get that
molasses through a restrictive paper
filter is tough. With around 7 times
more flow than a paper filter, K&P
Engineering oil filters make it a lot
less likely that the bypass valve will
open letting unfiltered oil into the
engine. Something to think about
that the next time you see someone
fire up their ride and immediately
twist the throttle to show off those
new pipes or that brand new
$10,000 engine!

K&P Micronic Stainless Steel Oil Filters
Made for enthusiasts by enthusiasts.
• Setting the industry standard with
technological advancements and product design
• Over 10 years of stainless steel oil filter
engineering, manufacturing and testing
• Technical and sales support available directly
from the factory

Then there’s the
“unofficial” stuff that it’s
usually not wise to admit
to in writing, but they’ll just say
they’re known to bump handlebars
with their friends now and then.

Their love of motorcycling also
includes thousands and thousands
of miles of trail riding, canyon
carving, road trips and yes,
sometimes just cruising.
K&P Engineering was created in
1969 and has been involved in
inventing, improving and
manufacturing motorsports related
items ever since.
They started making stainless steel
oil filters in 1995 for their own dirt
Moto Guzzi News Express

bikes. Friends wanted filters for
their bikes so they made a few
more, then a few more for their
friends… and well, you get the
picture. They now make filters for
the vast majority of road bikes,
ATV's and dirt bikes out there.

About the product
Filtration
ASTMF316 lab tests have shown
that the K&P Engineering filters
exceed the filtration performance
of the Twin factory oil filters. They
also exceed the filtration
performance of the aftermarket oil
filters that K&P Engineering has
had tested. The bottom line is
other filters can and do pass much
larger particles
Magnetic Pre-filtering
A super strength nickel plated
Neodymium rare earth magnet is
placed in the top of the filter
4

Cooling
The billet aluminum
finned housing also acts as
an oil cooler. Customers
are reporting between 4
and 7 degrees of oil
temperature reduction
using the K&P filter over a
stock steel filter. Every
little bit helps.

Horsepower
Differential pressure between the
outside of a filter element and the
inside can get to around 20 lbs at
high rpm. The K&P Engineering
filter measures less than 1 lb at high
rpm, reducing the parasitic
horsepower needed to run the oil
pump. That leaves more for the
rear wheel.
-Filter element inspection. Ever
wonder what kind of particulates
are really floating around in your
engine? Backwash the element into
a light colored container (the
bottom portion of a milk jug works
well) and wonder no more. The
take apart design makes this a
Special Edition N°5

simple exercise, and you get the
benefit of seeing if anything
changes over time (perfect for
rebuilds or hop ups)
Appearance
The very trick billet aluminum
filter housing is currently offered in
several finishes. The machined
finish allows custom finishing to
match customers particular design
or color scheme. It can be polished,
wrinkle painted, anodized, powder
coated, or even rubbed to a brushed
aluminum finish. The black
anodized finish is a great match for
blackout schemes. Those looking
for the least maintenance and
highest shine factor will want the
high quality chrome plated
housing. “Diamond cut” fins are
available on both the polished
machine finish, and black anodized
housings
Ease of installation
Each K&P Engineering spin on
filter comes with a cup wrench
included in the packaging that
mates to the 14 flats milled into the
bottom rib of the filter housing.
Filter element installation on Twin
Cam’s no longer requires sensor
removal or the use of a filter

wrench with a cutout (requiring
that annoying filter wrench
repositioning every 1/2 “ or so).
Lifetime filter
Inspect, Clean, Reuse!
• Meets or exceeds filtration of
stock filters
• Magnetic pre filtering of ferrous
materials
• Much higher flow rate and
reduced differential pressure
reduce the chance of oil bypassing
filter media during cold startup
and high RPM.
• Billet aluminum housing acts as
an oil cooler
• Lower differential pressure
reduces parasitic horsepower loss
at the oil pump
• Easy inspection of what is being
filtered out of the motor
• Chrome finish for ease of
maintenance, or machine finish
that is easily polished or
otherwise customized by the
customer.
• No twin cam sensor removal
necessary for installation or
removal of the filter
• Cup wrench included.
•100% designed and
manufactured in the USA

K&P Engineering
reusable oil filter

RESELLERS
A Vicious Cycle
1166 Queen St
New Dundee, ON N0B 2E0
888-524-7921
info@aviciouscycle.ca

Dorr Enterprises
3066 Cockshutt rd
Waterford, ON
519-861-0571
bikes@silomail.com

Dual Sport Plus Inc
221 Barton Street
Unit I
Soney Creek, ON
905-664-8811
sales@dualsportplus.com

Dynamic Cycle Parts
271 Jevlan Drive
Unit 14
Woodbridge, ON
289-371-3025
sales@dynamiccycleparts.com

Robs Hawg Hospital
14 Jenkins St
Everett, ON
705-434-4799
robshawghospital@msn.com

Splash’n dirt
1275 Newton St
Unit 1
Boucherville, QC
450-449-4442
info@splashndirt.com

Distributed by:
KMS Sportgroup Inc.
Tel: 866-344-5059
sales@kansport.com
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K&P Engineering's Reusable Oil Filters
Performance Filtration in an Environmentally Friendly Package
Article & Photography by Steve Bohn

Imagine an oil filter that fits most
bikes on the road today. A filter
so technically advanced it's based
on technology that has been used
in NASCAR, Formula One and
the aerospace industry. And what
if it was the last filter you needed
to buy for your motorcycle due to
it reusable filter element,
lessening the burden on our
landfills?

paper filters. Outstanding
performance is obtained by their
high flow rates, magnetic
pre-filtering, consistent filtering
medium, billet outer housing which
aids in cooling the oil, and a unique
progressive rate bypass which
avoids unfiltered oil bypassing the
filter at startup, and high-rpm
operation — a major concern with
standard paper filters.

This oil filter is here today, and it
combines magnetic pre-filtering, a
progressive rate bypass and
high-flow characteristics to help
avoid unfiltered oil bypassing the
filter during cold startup. Add to
that beautiful form and function
melding that results in a design
which not only helps lower oil
temperatures but also looks
beautiful doing so. That oil filter is
here today thanks to the bright
minds at K&P Engineering.

At the heart of the filter is a
medical grade 304 stainless-steel
micronic cloth filter designed to
pass a large volume of oil when
compared to standard paper filters.
The cloth is designed to filter out
particles 35 microns or larger.

Most riders are under the
assumption when it comes to
changing their bikes oil filter,
choices are limited to OEM and
aftermarket manufacturers of paper
filters when that is simply not the
case. K&P Engineering has been
manufacturing reusable micronic
stainless steel oil filters for the past
19 years. Starting off with a couple
of different applications for dirt
bikes and ATVs, the company now
makes models to fit a wide range of
applications including all major
street bikes, dirt bikes, and ATVs.
Over the years their filters have
been proven in thousands of vehicle
applications, on the street, in the
dirt, and on numerous racetracks.
The reusable filter offers many
features not found in standard
Moto Guzzi News Express

Before you start with the, “my filter
is rated at 5 microns and it filters
way better,” you need to
understand just how the micron
rating applies to oil filters.
According to K&P Engineering,
paper filters are rated on averages,
percentages and multiple passes, so
a 10-micron-rated paper filter may
be letting particles 50 microns and
larger through. The medical grade
stainless steel cloth they use in their
filters is consistent across the entire
surface and is rated at 35 microns,
meaning nothing larger than 35
microns should pass through the
material.

microns is about .00138 of an inch.
Dave Fisher at K&P Engineering
ensures us that this filter meets or
exceeds the filtration performance
of factory filters.
A major difference between the
stainless steel micronic cloth filter
and standard paper filters is in how
much oil the filter will flow. K&P
Engineering’s testing has revealed
their filters flow a consistent 7
times the volume of standard paper
filters. K&P says this increased flow
rate really helps you out by having
much less back-pressure on the oil
pump (equating to more
horsepower), oil pressure building
faster and peaking quicker at
startup, and better cooling
capability by getting oil to the
engine easier.

'The reusable filter offers many
features not found in standard
paper filters.'

By having such a high flow rate,
very little, if any, oil bypasses the
filter at startup. This is a critical
time when it comes to filtering oil,
since cold, thick containment-laden
oil is pulled from the bottom of the
oil tank. Much of this oil can bypass
the filter due to excessive resistance
of a restrictive paper filter, with the
result of unfiltered oil flowing
through your oiling system. To add
even more protection, K&P
Engineering adds a neodymium
rare-earth magnet to the base of the
filter section. This powerful magnet
provided pre-filtering of ferrous
particles of any size suspended in
the oil.

The bottom line is that paper is
rated differently than the stainless
cloth. To put things in perspective,
a micron is one-thousandth of a
millimeter. That’s approximately
.00003937 inch, therefore 35

Another upside of the filter is in its
ability to be easily opened-up,
allowing for inspection. This can be
a valuable tool for racers and the
everyday rider as well. The capacity
to closely examine what the filter
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has separated from your oil can go a
long way in diagnosing or pointing
to potential problems before major
damage can be done to your
engine’s internals.
'By having such a high flow rate,
very little, if any, oil bypasses the
filter at startup.'
The filter consist of a
billet-aluminum case and
stainless-steel micronic cloth filter
element, and it comes complete
with a spring and quad-ring seal, as
well as an oil filter cup wrench.
They are available in a variety of
finishes including standard billet,
anodized, and chrome. You can
expect to pay around $120 for
billet, $130 for anodized, and $150
for chrome – maybe a few bucks
more or less depending on your
motorcycle.
When you consider the cost of
Harley's SuperPremium chrome oil
filter is $13.95, the actual "payback"
will vary from rider to rider.
Normal service interval for oil
filters is 5K (and lots of guys do it
at 3K) miles. If you ride 15K a year,
that's $41.85 a year. The ability to
use the inspection process to look
for signs of wear is an invaluable
tool for racers. The fact that an
everyday rider can also see what's
coursing through their engine is an
added benefit, whether they choose
to take advantage of it or not.
The K&P filter also has the benefits
of reduced oil temperatures by the
filter’s ribbed design without the
added expense or work involved to
install a separate oil cooler. I believe
when you factor in all the upsides
and the downsides of this piece, it is
indeed a good value.
Available from
http://www.kandpengineering.com
Moto Guzzi News Express

Major components of
an S4 C filter.

…then drop the filter element into the
housing.

A close-up view of the 304 stainless
steel micronic cloth.

Line up the ears on the element with
the slots in the housing. Next, push
down against the spring and twist the
filter element 1/3 of a turn clockwise
and release the pressure from the
spring. This will lock the element into
place.

Mounted in the end of the filter
housing is a powerful neodymium
rare-earth magnet, which helps trap
ferrous metal particles.

Some applications utilize a shouldered
thread adapter. It should receive a
drop of medium-strength locker to
keep it in place.

Assembly of the filter is simple. Just
drop the spring into the housing, large
side down…

Cover the quad ring with a light
coating of oil before installing the
filter on your bike as you normally
would.
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A year after the sensational début of the super
technological MGX-21 bagger on american soil, the
eagle brand manufacturer is once again a protagonist at
the legendary bike rally in South Dakota.

From 4 through 13 August, deep in the American
heartland and in front of a crowd of American bikers,
the largest and most demanding in the world in terms
of the large cruiser category.

Sturgis (USA), 10 August 2017 - A year after the
sensational début of the bold and super technological
MGX-21 bagger on American soil, Moto Guzzi was
once again in South Dakota to take part in the largest
motorcycle rally in the world: the legendary Sturgis
Motorcycle Rally, now in its 77th edition.

Moto Guzzi once again played a key role, lining up the
entire revamped family of models powered by the
sculpted 1400 cc twin-cylinder big bore and making
them available for test rides: California Touring,
Audace and Eldorado, obviously in addition to the
most non-conformist bagger, loaded with technology

Moto Guzzi News Express
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and built in Mandello del Lario, the Moto Guzzi
MGX-21 “Flying Fortress”, which, right here on these
same roads a year ago, made its grand entrance at the
legendary rally with no reverential fear.

drawing from the legendary heritage of the brand, made
up of authenticity and passion, while at the same time
always looking to the future in terms of style and
innovation.

Between Main and 4th Street, the thousands of
motorcycle enthusiasts were also able to take an
exclusive road test on the Moto Guzzi V7 III, the third
generation of the V7 legend, which is celebrating its
50th birthday this year, as well as the V9 Roamer and
V9 Bobber: models that attract new segments of bikers,

Moto Guzzi News Express
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OPEN HOUSE 2017
THE INCLEMENT WEATHER DID NOT STOP THE PASSION FOR MOTO GUZZI
15 thousand from all over Europe in Mandello for Open House 2017. The protagonists for the three days
of festivities were the Moto Guzzi V9 Open House and the legendary V7 that celebrated its first 50 year.
The passion for Moto Guzzi was victorious once again
in this edition of Open House, despite the falling rain
throughout the weekend that was unable to extinguish
the love for the Eagle brand that animates the soul of
every Guzzista. 15 thousand arrived in Mandello del
Lario from every corner of Europe to celebrate one of
the most noble and beloved motorcycle brands in the
world.

including tours of the production lines (where all Moto
Guzzi bikes have always been hand built) and the
Museum, the historical heritage of Moto Guzzi that
houses more than 150 motorcycles. From the GP of its
origins to the MGS-01, going through the first
Normale produced in 1921, the Museum collection is a
true cult path dedicated to the fans, as is the
magnificent Wind Tunnel, the first in the motorcycle
field.

96 years after its birth, Moto Guzzi is in its second
youth thanks to the success of the strategies enacted by
the Piaggio Group on the new products, accessories and
lifestyle, as well as all the activities conducted for the
purpose of spreading the Moto Guzzi culture, a brand
that has always been proudly Italian.

At the centre of the Moto Guzzi Village, in the heart of
the plant, the music of Virgin Radio alternated with
entertainment led by Ringo. The special guest was
Gianfranco Guareschi, the rider who rode his Moto
Guzzi MGS-01 to victory in the prestigious Battle of
the Twins on the Daytona and the recent winner of the
Vintage Endurance 4 hours in Imola astride a Le Mans.
Refreshments were provided by the Foodit’s truck,
serving quality gourmet dishes made on site in the best

Thousands reached the Mandello plant astride their
bikes, participating in the Open House with the most
activities ever for the public, first and foremost

Moto Guzzi News Express
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Italian tradition. The Proraso station was also fully
booked, where an authentic “Barber Shop” was set up
to offer top shelf shaving services free of charge to the
bikers.

The creations made by the best Italian customizers on
Moto Guzzi bases proved to be a of great interest.
These were ultra refined specials that have already been
featured on Lord of The Bikes, the highly successful
talent TV show that airs on Sky Uno HD.

But just as popular was the music made by the V-twin
engines in the fleet of bikes that were available for the
250-plus test rides taken: forty-five bikes representing
the entire current Moto Guzzi range.

The official community, The Clan , is a testament to
the sense of belonging evoked by the big Moto Guzzi
family. In fact, this weekend, community membership
exceeded the 18,000 mark.

The stars of the festivities were the V7 and V9 units.
This year V7 celebrates the first 50 years from the 1967
model. To celebrate this legend, Moto Guzzi made all
four models in the range available for a test ride,
including the exclusive V7 III Anniversario version.

And so, the three-day celebration dedicated to the most
beautiful Italian bikes came to an end and our thanks
goes to the Mandello del Lario Comitato Motoraduno
Internazionale (International Bike Rally Committee)
which managed all the activities outside the factory
during Open House 2017.

A photo set was also reserved for V7 owners where they
were able to have a photo taken to apply on the
commemorative certificate dedicated to them.
The other star of the weekend was the special V9
Bobber “Open House” version, created specifically for
the event with a selection of prestigious components
from the vast official accessories catalogue. This kit will
be available at the end of September, included in the
sticker price of the V9 Bobber.
Thanks to collaboration with Poste Italiane (the Italian
Post Office), all of the Open House participants
received two special post cards with an exclusive
postmark expressly created for the event.

Moto Guzzi News Express
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But I don’t get it.

PIPEBURN REVIEW

Which is strange because I love motorcycles that garner
obsessive followers. SR’s, XS’s and bevel-driven Dukes.
And Guzzi fans are like Ducatistas wound up to eleven.
They frequently own dozens of them and they form
secretive Guzzi cabals where they discuss important
vintage Guzzi issues like sump extensions and electrical
repairs.

Moto Guzzi’s 2017 V7 III
Special & Stone
by Andrew and written by Marlon Slack
Moto Guzzi’s are like heroin. You don’t dabble in
Guzzi. You don’t just enjoy a little bit of Guzzi over the
weekend. If you’re into it and breathe it. Guzzi
swallows your life and becomes the entirety of your
world and your sole reason for existing.

And until recently it was all lost on me. But after a week
on the new Moto Guzzi V7 III Special I’m starting to
worry it’s been acting like a gateway drug into the world
of shaft driven, v-twin Italian oddities.

V7 III Special
in Blu Zaffiro

Moto Guzzi News Express

V7 III Special
in Nero Inchiostro
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The limited edition ‘Anniversario’

A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY

After all, it’s the motorcycle company that’s been in the
longest continual production in all of Europe. And I
think it’d be a fair crack at the title worldwide – with
Royal Enfield changing location in the 50’s and Harley
Davidson now producing rides that would make
Walter Davidson hang himself with his leather belt
drive. While most manufacturers now draw
components from across the world, Moto Guzzi are
still making machines from all Italian parts up in
Mandello del Lario.

To really understand modern Guzzi’s you need to go
back to the formation of the company by three Italian
amicos after the First World War. The three founders
(sans one who died in a plane crash before production
was established) managed, in just a few years, to build a
bevel-driven, unit construction engine with a four valve
head. That’s in 1921, an astonishing achievement at the
time.
What followed was a series of race winning,
awe-inspiring builds from the Northern Italian
manufacturer, the zenith of which was a 500cc V8 that
pushed 270km/h in 1955. To fund their racing efforts
the Mandello del Lario based company sold a series of
reliable, easy-to-service everyday rides to keep the cash
rolling in.

FIT AND (UN)FINISH
Now there’s two new variations of the V7 III that I’ve
had a chance ride. The first is the entry-model ‘Stone’.
It runs mag wheels, matt paint and a speedo-only
dashboard. The more up spec model – the ‘Special’ – is
the stunning, straight-from-the-late-70’s version with
wire wheels and a tacho. Both run the same six speed,
air cooled, small block 750cc transversal v-twin that has
been the staple of the Guzzi line up for decades,
powering such incredible bikes as V7 Sport and less
incredible bikes like the Nevada.

And that’s the spiel that the guys from Moto Guzzi will
be quick to parrot, stating that the V7 III is the direct
descendent of these early efforts. I’m usually skeptical of
advertisers that spit out terms like ‘heritage’ and
‘authenticity’ like they have some obscure form of
advertising speak Tourette’s, but in Guzzi’s case it’s a
fair claim.
Moto Guzzi News Express

And while the two new V7 III’s look exceptional, I
think the Special is the pick of the pair. The two
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colours available –
a black with green
high- lights and blue
with orange and silver
accents make the Special
look, well, special.

it. It pitched the helmet onto the ground
and smashed the visor.
But underway this torque effect doesn’t
come into play at all. The engine buzzes
and vibrates and gives great feedback but
doesn’t have that strange
engine
torque

Up close the chrome is
well-finished and deep, the
paint has a nice subtle fleck
in it and the powder
coating exceptionally well
laid on. The way the
stitched leather seat runs
around the tank and the
pleating that adorns the top
is one of a dozen features that
makes up a bike that the bike as
detailed as it is gorgeous. There
are flashes of plastic here and there
– the most obnoxious of which is
the fuel injection intake lines, but there
are brushed alloy covers available. That’d be
the first thing I’d replace.
I’d also powder coat the footpeg assemblies that run a
clear coated alloy finish not found anywhere else on the
bike. Down below, the exhausts sound nice at idle, but
they’re larger than some motorcycles I’ve ridden.

The Stone in Azzurro Elettrico
behaviour that you’ll find on some
older BMW’s where they pull to one side when you’re
on the noise. And unlike its Bavarian brethren, the
shaft drive doesn’t really cause the rear end of the bike
to buck up under acceleration – it’s all very level and
sensible.

But all told, they’re exceptional looking bikes.
ROAD ODDITY
When you thumb the starter the V7 III coughs into life
with a shudder and a sharp push to the right as the
air-cooled v-twin spins up. It’s quite dramatic. On my
second outing with the bike I made the mistake of
putting my brand new Shoei on the seat when I started

Until you downshift, that is. A strange marinade of the
torque and the fuel mapping causes the bike to dive
hard if you’re too high in the rev range when you want

Italian family reunion

Moto Guzzi News Express
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to go down a cog. It’s unsettling at first, but you can get
used to it.
Through corners the V7 III feels planted and very
predictable but has a surprising amount of heft. In the
grand scheme of things it is on the light side, but isn’t a
featherweight like the Triumph Street Twin is. And for
whatever reason pushing the bike around at in a garage
is a bit of a chore. It’s not like muscling a groaning
K100 uphill and backwards through a carpark but it’s
caught me out on one or two occasions when I nearly
let it slip when I was lazy or distracted staring at my
own reflection in a shop window.
Clean and classic

The suspension is a little over-sprung but otherwise
surprisingly passable when compared to some
competition. I’d still be looking at some quality rear
shocks and some progressive springs for the front.

Working your way up to it’s peak power at around
6,000RPM might have you fighting the gearbox. And
it’s not that there’s anything wrong with the clutch
itself – it’s light and offers good feedback and feels like a
modern clutch should. But putting the bike into gear,
whether it be from neutral to first or even banging up
and down the gearbox is a strangely disconnected affair.
There’s not much feedback and it lacks the classic
‘kerchunk’ when popping down into first when taking
off.

Power wise it’s not going to win any outright
horsepower competitions – think of it as something
like a 883 Sportster that can navigate perilous terrain –
tricky things like speed humps or corners. But the
engine puts out enough power to get yourself in
trouble. It’s only 50-odd horses but they’re bloody
charming horses, like those big fat ones with hairy
hooves.

Clean, classic and shiny

Moto Guzzi News Express
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But overwhelmingly the sensation is of an engine and a
bike that has something that most modern classics
don’t – personality. It’s got quirks and foibles and
confusing touches – like the three traction control
modes I still can’t figure out a week later (one of which
seems to only serve the flick up a bright yellow warning
light) but at it’s most basic level it’s an old fashioned,
simple, air-cooled v-twin. And it feels like one. It’s got
bucketloads of rumbling, vibrating charm that’s sorely
lacking from much of the competition.

But for the vast majority of owners the V7 III will offer
a lifetime’s worth of riding. The servicing will be simple
too – the community of Guzzi obsessives know their
bikes inside out and there’s very strong and active clubs
around to support you in the years to come. They’re
like Branch Davidians, but friendlier.

IN THE WORKSHOP

All of these features, the bizarre traction control modes,
the confusing throttle delivery, the unnerving tendency
of the bike to destroy very expensive helmet visors
might have you thinking I don’t like it. Maybe it’s a
little too odd, a little too curious and a little too…
Italian for my liking.

And it’s got screw and locknut valve adjustment. In
2017. How good is that?
V. QUIRKY. V. GOOD.

It’ll also feel like one if you ever have cause to open it
up. The small block series has always tended to live in
the shadow of its bigger brethren but in recent years it’s
come to be synonymous with reliability. People have
been chalking up ridiculous kilometers on the things.

But it’s the exact opposite.

For the most part.

The Moto Guzzi V7 III straddles a perfect line between
eccentricity and reliability. It’s got curious Italian
quirks but underneath it all it’s a fantastically fun bike
to ride that’s drop dead good gorgeous and capable of
doing huge kilometers without any fuss at all. It actually
does feel like an old bike to ride – but without any real
downsides. It’s an eccentric, charming little thing.

Once in awhile the factory tends to spit out a model
that’s been built on a Friday, at 6PM, by an apprentice
who is drunk and quite likely, blind. It’ll might have a
leaky gasket or two or a grumpy electronic start on cold
mornings. But in fairness they’ve become rarer and
rarer over recent years. And for the most part, Guzzi
have been quick to fix these issues.
Moto Guzzi News Express
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Although this year’s model is up 10% in power on the
last year’s V7 III I can’t help but wonder if the V9
engine will eventually make it’s way into this frame.
That’s more like an extra 20% of power on top of that.
And as fun as the Guzzi is to ride, I wouldn’t say no to a
little more power.

– Incredible looks
– Loads of personality
– Easy servicing

But goddamn is it a fun bike as is. As soon as I give the
bike back, I’ve a funny feeling I’ll be jonesing for
another. In fact I’m going to start learning the
codewords and secret handshakes that Moto Guzzi
owners use to identify one another because, sooner or
later, whether it be a V7 III or some other model I
think… I think I’m going to own one.

– A little porky
– One or two plastic nasty bits
– Throttle response oddness
[Photos by Half Light. Helmet from Shoei. Jackets
from Roland Sands and Triumph. Pants from Draggin.
Boots from Stylmartin]
The fine print: In an effort to keep things as legit as
possible, we feel it’s best to mention that Moto Guzzi
paid for Marlon’s trip to Sydney to see their new bike
and also shouted him food, drink and lodgings. Rest
assured that if the bike wasn’t up to scratch, we’d have
no problems saying it. We will always endeavour to give
you the best reviews possible without fear or favour;
bike companies bearing gifts included.

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE
To celebrate the 50th year of the V7 Moto Guzzi have a
limited edition ‘Anniversario’ model that’s being
shipped out to dealers. Limited to only 750 units
worldwide, it features a chrome tank, brushed alloy
guards and brown leather seat and tank retainer. It’s
quite a looker. And for not much more than the V7
racer. It might be worth a look if you want a good
looking bike that can blind strangers from over a
hundred yards away.
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Someday, in the not too distant future, you may find
yourself riding a motorcycle equipped with the
two-wheeled equivalent of OnStar. It will text you
about a failing battery or attempted theft, send you an
email reminding you to change your oil, and alert
emergency services if you’re in an accident. But the
primary function of the technology will be very
different and less benevolent: transmitting real-time
data about your riding behavior to your insurance
company so they can bill you for it.

by a “loan-loss ratio” that measures payouts against
premiums. A dollar paid for every dollar collected is
expressed as 100. However, an insurance company
needs some of those premium dollars to operate its
business; to make a profit, it needs to hit a loan- loss
ratio of about 75. Measured by that standard, the
industry lost money on motorcycles in 2007, 2009 and
2010.
Accident benefit claims are the biggest problem by a
wide margin. Motorcyclists are far more likely than car
drivers to suffer serious injuries in a road accident,
resulting in more expensive medical care and income
replacement costs. The number of motorcycle accident
benefit claims in Canada has remained stable over the
past few years, but the dollar amount remains
stubbornly high.
Insurers routinely pay more in
benefit claims
than they take in
from policyholders. In
Ontario, the
situation is
exacerbated by
legal and medical
fraud. The
Insurance Bureau of Canada
reports the
average cost of a
motorcycle claim
in Ontario is
now an astounding $65,824,
compared to $17,414 in New Brunswick and $8,320 in
Alberta.

It’s called usage-based insurance, and it’s already gained
a firm foothold in auto insurance markets in Europe
and the U.S. Here’s how it works: instead of calculating
a yearly insurance premium based on the usual
variables, your insurance company installs a little black
box in your car.
The box uses
sensors to
monitor how
aggressively you
accelerate and
brake, how fast
you drive and
how many miles
you travel. The
insurer then
issues you a
monthly bill that
fluctuates
according to
those metrics.
In 2012, Industrielle Alliance
worked with
Quebec based
Baseline Telematics to launch Mobiliz, the first
Canadian usage-based insurance program. In June of
this year, Saskatchewan Government Insurance (SGI)
hired Baseline to create a pilot program for
motorcyclists—the first of its kind in the world.
Whether or not SGI goes beyond the pilot stage is
probably irrelevant. The program is driving new
research about telematics that could open the door to
widespread adoption of usage-based motorcycle
insurance in Canada. This is the thin end of the wedge.

After bleeding money on bikes for years, SGI is looking
at usage-based insurance as a way to more accurately
price risk. Perhaps more importantly, it perceives it as a
way to induce motorcyclists to ride more
conservatively.
In a presentation to SGI’s Motorcycle Review Board,
Baseline Telematics president Paul André Savoie said
that usage-based insurance programs have been proven
to reduce auto crashes by 20 to 40 percent — a statistic
consistent with the first year results for Mobiliz. The
key, he said, is constant driver feedback. If you’re a
Mobiliz customer, you’re given access to an online

From a business perspective, the industry is ripe for
change. In provinces with private insurance (where
statistics are available) insurers struggle to break even
on their motorcycle business. Profitability is measured
Moto Guzzi News Express
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dashboard that calculates your “safety factor”: how
often you accelerate hard, brake suddenly or exceed the
speed limit for every hundred kilometers you drive. You
can even look at a street map that flags when and where
your infractions occurred. Customers also receive a
weekly email message that summarizes how they drove,
and how that behavior will affect their bill.

This will be Baseline’s trickiest technical challenge.
Their black box contains an accelerometer that
measures vehicle inputs, but it’s designed for cars. In a
car, cornering g forces are exerted on a horizontal plane;
the harder you corner, the harder the g force pushes you
to the outside of the turn. On a motorcycle, cornering
also exerts vertical force, moving the bike up and down
on its suspension. The physics is different.

That monthly bill serves as both carrot and stick.
Frequent speeding nets you an 80 percent surcharge,
with an added 10-dollar charge for each instance of
extreme speeding (60 km/h over the speed limit).
Slowpokes are rewarded with a 15 percent discount.
Lesser dollar values are assigned to how you accelerate
and brake.

Baseline is redeveloping its accelerometer to capture a
3-D picture of the forces involved. In what seems like a
coup for a small Canadian company, they have engaged
the help of engineers from SAP’s Formula One team,
who have extensive experience with high-tech telematic
devices. [Recently, Savoie told Cycle Canada that he’s
given up on making accelerometers work properly in
motorcycles; GPS and computer programs will analyze
the forces of movement just as well, he said.]

Because the Mobiliz model calculates your bill as a ratio
of infractions per hundred kilometers, it does provide
some wiggle room for enthusiastic motoring. For
example: If you travel 700 km in a given month, the
impact of 100 km of aggressive riding or driving would
be smoothed out over the remaining 600 km.

Baseline is considering other motorcycle-specific
adaptations. Some motorcycle riders take their bikes
off-road, or to racetracks. Savoie said one way of dealing
with that might be “geofencing,” with GPS
co-ordinates for trails and racetracks mapped into the
telematics system, and the insurance policy accepting
different standards of riding in those zones.

Savoie said he thinks a usage-based motorcycle program
could yield the same kind of crash reductions as seen by
Mobiliz. But the measurement metrics will need to be
very different. Baseline will use the SGI pilot to
“completely re-evaluate” thresholds for hard
acceleration and braking, and develop ways to capture
and analyze data about cornering behavior. Given that
50 percent of motorcycle accidents involve no other
vehicles, and that half of those accidents occur in
corners, cornering will be an important factor in
evaluating rider behavior—perhaps more important
than outright speed.
Moto Guzzi News Express

The technology would also allow insurers to provide a
range of complementary, OnStar-like services, such as
collision detection, theft and tow alerts and
maintenance reminders. Given the serious
consequences of motorcycle crashes, Baseline is
considering an instant warning feature for “extremely
dangerous riding.” The telematics device houses a small
buzzer; if a rider ventured into the danger zone on their
favorite twisty road, they’d be greeted by an angry beep
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the moment they switched off the ignition. A text
message warning would follow seconds later.
For those who travel on their bikes, Savoie says a
motorcycle program would likely cap mileage charges.
For Mobiliz, that cap is 2,000 km a month. “We looked
at how many bills had more than 2,000 kilometers a
month on them, and the answer was none,” said Savoie.
“So because it happens so rarely, Industrielle Alliance
decided that after 2,000 kilometers in a month, the rest
of the mileage is free. It’s very likely that it will be the
same case in a program for motorcycles. So you don’t
have to worry about riding a long distance one month
and it costing you a fortune.”
For insurance companies, the advantages of usage-based
insurance seem clear. For riders, the picture is much
cloudier. Is it worth trading away so much of your
privacy to save a few hundred bucks? According to
Shaun Laubman, a litigator with Lax O’Sullivan Scott
Lisu in Toronto, if a rider is involved in a civil matter
— a divorce proceeding, for example—and his location
on a given date and time is relevant to the case,
telematics data could be subpoenaed by opposing
lawyers. The same principal applies to criminal cases.
While the argument could bet smartphones contain
much of the same information, vehicle telematics still
makes Laubman uneasy. “The unknown is the greatest
variable,” says Laubman. “This creates another
datapoint that could be obtainable by the police or an
opposing party in a civil matter. How real a concern
that is, is difficult to anticipate. Nobody looks down
the road and expects to be sued.”
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In the future, many of us may be forced to put aside our
reservations and submit to usage-based insurance if we
want to keep riding. In a 2012 study, consulting firm
Deloitte called telematics a “disruptive” innovation that
may permanently change the way auto insurers do
business. It predicts telematics-enabled competitors will
poach the “safest” customers with discounted rates,
leaving traditional insurers searching for ways to make
money on a much riskier pool of customers. Insurers
that don’t jump on the bandwagon may not survive. If
Baseline and SGI solve the challenges around
motorcycle telematics, it’s not hard to envision a similar
outcome for bike insurance.

been a vocal critic of SGI’s proposed rate increases. He
views the pilot program as the first genuinely new idea
that’s been put on the table. “I think the premise is
right,” says Fuller. “It’s behavior-based, individualized
insurance. Insurance companies focus on high-risk
bikes, because when they run the models they look like
hazards. But it’s really the demographic those bikes
tend to attract. A motorcycle is just an inanimate
object. I have a Ducati, but I ride it like a grandpa.
What you need to look at is the rider.”

Riders who stand their ground and opt out may end up
paying higher premiums. The Deloitte study says
usage-based insurance will reduce payouts, but it will
also reduce revenue as insurers shower their most
conservative customers with discounts for being even
more conservative. Raising premiums for higher-risk
riders will be one way to recoup those dollars.
It’s easy to imagine how the riding community will
respond to the prospect of little black boxes and Big
Brother-style supervision. Images of torches and
pitchforks spring to mind. But some riders in
Saskatchewan, facing massive premium hikes from SGI,
are looking at the SGI/Baseline pilot program with
interest.
Don Fuller is one. A founding member of Riders
Against Government Exploitation (RAGE), Fuller has

Cycle Canada
For more than 45 years, readers have made Cycle Canada this country's best-selling and
most respected motorcycle magazine.
Why? Because Cycle Canada has always sought out the best writers and the most talented
photographers for editorial content of unsurpassed excellence, from a uniquely Canadian
point of view.
Road tests, new-model comparisons, our famous motorcycle buyer's guides, touring stories
and the entertaining and quirky features that have become Cycle Canada hallmarks - each
issue is packed with articles and photos that will seize the attention of any motorcycle
enthusiast.
For riders all across the country, Cycle Canada is a must-read.
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Motorcycle Travel Network

IT’S MORE
THAN YOU
THINK…
CHECK US OUT AT
www.motorcycle-travel.net

M is for Motorcycles
Motorcycles are truly everywhere, and if you
ride you are keenly aware of that fact. However,
not all of those who share the road share your
awareness of road and highway safety. The
M4MOTO™ Community has been created to
increase driver awareness and safety for those
of us who prefer life on two wheels.
Join the M4MOTO™ community and show your support for motorcycle
awareness and safety. With your help the 3M® Scotchlite™ sticker with
the reflective can become the icon of motorcycle safety and awareness
nationwide and even globally. We are not a government agency nor
have we been given an entitlment grant to pursue this challenge. You
will have to take a few of your own dollars and purchase…

www.m4motorcycles.com

Tubeless Tire Plugger

Unlimited inflation and
on the wheel repairs with
15 mushroom shaped
plugs that seal the tire on
the inside preventing any
loss of air.
Stop n Go mini air compressors run the coolest
for the longest.
3 Power Source Options
-Cig Lighter Adapter.
-Alligator Clips (To attach
to battery cable.)
-Attach directly to the
power plug.
Pump & Repair Kit available separately.

Save
15%

w/Code
save15sgi

List Price $64.95

MONOGO TRAILER
Developed and built by a motorcyclist for motorcyclists
lepape@sympatico.ca WWW.MONOGO.COM

815-455-9080
www.stopngo.com
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One of the most feature-packed, expensive, heaviest and biggest smart helmets yet, the CrossHelmet X1, has
achieved its crowd-funding goal and is set for production in 2018.

Feature-packed smart CrossHelmet by Mark Hinchliﬀe
Read about the coming
smart helmet revolution

It uses a special algorithm system that he claims will
filter out road, engine, and wind noises, while allowing
noises such as screeching brakes or emergency sirens for
rider safety.

The Japanese CrossHelmet X1 looks enormous, but
that’s because it packs a lot of technology into the shell.

The system can also amplify ambient sounds as needed,
by users selecting “necessary” and “unnecessary”
frequency bands on a smartphone app that is
compatible with Andorid and iOS.

Features include head-up display with a top-mounted
adjustable screen, 170° rearview camera, LED lights on
the side, Bluetooth, universal intercom, voice control
and a special motorcycle-oriented noise-cancelling
sound.

Heavy and expensive

Apart from voice control and buttons under the back
of the helmet to switch the LED lights on and off, there
is a special “gesture” touch panel on the side of the
helmet.

But, at 1780g, the Darth Vader-style helmet is one of
the heaviest helmets around.

It’s a big triangular section of the helmet which
responds to a tap or swipe.

And, at US$1799.00 retail, it’s one of the most
expensive polycarbonate helmets, too.

The helmet comes with “capacitive sticker” to attach to
your gloves so the touch pad responds to a gloved
finger.

The CrossHelmet was designed by rider Arato Ono,
CEO of Borderless Inc, who has patented the ambient
noise control system he calls CrossSound Control.
Moto Guzzi News Express

The polycarbonate helmet is ECE and DOT approved,
so it is suitable for use around the world.
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Apart from packing all that tech into the CrossHelmet,
Arato ays they also made the front of the helmet bigger
than normal because he says most full-face helmets
make him feel cramped.

The smart helmet revolution is getting closer and
closer, but we have yet to see any make it into
production. Will this be the first?

It will come in silver or black in sizes 58 to 63 (medium
to large).
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